In social psychology, the term *attribution* has two primary meanings. The first refers to explanations of behavior (i.e., answers to why questions); the second refers to inferences or ascriptions (e.g., inferring traits from behavior, ascribing blame to a person). What the two meanings have in common is a process of assigning: in attribution as explanation, a behavior is assigned to its cause; in attribution as inference, a quality or attribute is assigned to the agent on the basis of an observed behavior. Despite the connection between these phenomena, they have distinct psychological characteristics (Hamilton, 1998; Hilton, Smith, & Kin, 1995; Malle, in press). This chapter will focus on attribution as behavior explanation because it is a far-reaching cognitive and social phenomenon that is embedded in the larger human search for meaning (Malle, 2004).

The discussion will begin with the undisputed founder of attribution work, Fritz Heider, then briefly visit Jones and Davis’s contribution, and move on to Harold Kelley’s theoretical model. Because many excellent reviews of the standard views on these theories are available (see note 1), I will spend relatively little time recounting them. My goal is rather to point out aspects of classic attribution theories that are not generally emphasized, highlight historical misunderstandings, and bring to light theoretical difficulties that have not been adequately addressed. In the second half of the chapter I then introduce an alternative theory of behavior explanations that builds on previous theories but tries to overcome their major difficulties.

**Heider’s Theory of Attribution**

Fritz Heider developed models of attribution for both object perception and person perception. His theory of object perception (first described in Heider, 1920, his dissertation) is rarely cited today, but it serves as the foundation for his later theory of person perception.
Heider attempted to solve one of the core philosophical problems of phenomenology: the relation between sensory information and real objects. That is, he asked how it was possible that humans perceive qualities of objects in the world even though all they have are sensations in the mind. Heider argued that real objects shape “media” such as air pressure, light reflections, and sense organs. These media have a considerable degree of variance (for one thing, they reflect many real objects), but the perceptual apparatus reconstructs real objects from their characteristic effects on the media. Heider labeled this reconstruction attribution — a process that generates inferences of the relatively invariant qualities of things from the characteristic variance patterns they cause in their media. Perceivers faced with sensory information thus experience perceptual objects as “out there” because they attribute the sensory data to their underlying cause in the world (Heider, 1920).2

After his early work on object perception Heider turned to the domain of social interactions, wondering how people perceive each other in interaction and especially how they make sense of each other’s behavior. Heider proposed that a process of attribution is involved in person perception as well, but he recognized that person perception is more complex than object perception — due to the manifold observational data available and the various causes (e.g., beliefs, desires, emotions, traits) to which these data can be attributed. In addition, it was clear to Heider that persons are very different targets of perception than inanimate objects. Persons are “perceived as action centers and as such can do something to us. They can benefit or harm us intentionally, and we can benefit or harm them. Persons have abilities, wishes and sentiments; they can act purposefully, and can perceive or watch us” (Heider, 1958, p. 21). Note that Heider repeatedly refers to the intentionality of persons, which he considered a core assumption in the conceptual framework that underlies social perception. With the help of such concepts as intentionality and the inference of wishes, purposes, sentiments, and other mental states, Heider argued, perceivers bring order and meaning to the massive stream of behavioral data.

Even though in one sense person perception is like object perception — a process of extracting invariance out of variance — Heider emphasized two distinct features of person perception. The first is that in the social domain, variance refers to the agent’s stream of ongoing behavior and invariance refers to the inferred perceptions, intentions, motives, traits, and sentiments. Heider (1958) sometimes used the term disposition to refer to these invariances, and even though he occasionally referred to traits and abilities when talking about dispositions (e.g., pp. 30, 80), he considered “motives, intentions, sentiments … the core processes which manifest themselves in overt behavior” (p. 34). It was the agent’s motives that occupied a special role in Heider’s model: “The underlying causes of events, especially the motives of other persons, are the invariances of the environment that are relevant to [the perceiver]; they give meaning to what he experiences” (Heider, 1958, p. 81; emphasis added). In social perception, then, Heider’s terms disposition and invariance referred primarily to mental states.

The second distinct feature of person perception is that when people perform a causal (i.e., attributional) analysis of human behavior, their judgments of causality follow one of two conceptual models (Heider, 1958, chap. 4). The first is a model of impersonal causality, applied to unintentional human behaviors (such as sneezing or feeling sad) and physical events (such as waves splashing or leaves falling). The second is a model of personal causality,
which is invoked whenever a human agent performs an intentional action (such as cleaning the kitchen or inviting someone to dinner). “Personal causality,” Heider wrote, “refers to instances in which \( p \) causes \( x \) intentionally. That is to say, the action is purposive” (Heider, 1958, p. 100).

Unfortunately, subsequent attribution research misrepresented both of these crucial features of person perception. First, even though mental states make up the majority of what Heider subsumed under dispositional properties (Heider, 1958, pp. 31–34, chap. 4, passim), most scholars portrayed Heider’s notion of disposition as referring to stable personality factors (i.e., traits, attitudes, or abilities). For example: “Heider began by assuming that just as objects have enduring qualities that determine their appearances, so people have stable psychological characteristics that determine their behavior” (Gilbert, 1998, p. 94; emphasis added). This interpretation of dispositions as necessarily stable can be traced to two early sources. The first is Kelley’s (1960) review of Heider’s (1958) book, according to which “Heider’s central theme is that perception leaps over the raw data presented and enables the person to understand the stable, dispositional properties … that account for them” (p. 2). The second is Jones and Davis’s (1965) influential paper “From acts to dispositions,” in which they used the term disposition to refer to character traits and attitudes only. Hence research on dispositional attribution became research on trait inferences.

The second misunderstanding was that many scholars mistook Heider’s distinction between personal and impersonal causality – the terms he used to characterize intentional versus unintentional behavior (Heider, 1958, pp. 100–101) – for a distinction between person causes and situation causes. Kelley (1967) famously posited that in all explanations, “the choice is between external attribution and internal … attribution” (p. 194). Attribution research applied this person–situation dichotomy to all behaviors alike, whether intentional or unintentional, and thereby eliminated Heider’s central concepts of intention, purpose, and motive from later models of social perception.

Ironically, Heider was credited for – and indeed identified with – “discovering” the simple person–situation dichotomy himself:

How do we search for the causal structure of interpersonal events? According to Heider, we do so by reliance upon attributions to the environment (external factors) or to something about the other person (internal factors). (Weary, Edwards, & Riley, 1994, p. 292)

Central to Heider’s entire theoretical position is the proposition that man perceives behavior as being caused, and that the causal locus can be either in the perceiver or in the environment. (Hastorf, Schneider, & Polefka, 1970, p. 63)

But why the perception that Heider proposed a person–situation dichotomy in attribution? One small section of his book appears to have spawned this claim (Heider, 1958, pp. 82–84). There Heider characterizes any “action outcome” (the result of an action, not the action itself) as “dependent upon a combination of effective personal force and effective environmental force” (p. 82). In elaborations of this claim (pp. 83–87), Heider offered a complex picture. He argued that for an action outcome to occur, there needs to be a concomitance of two elements: the agent’s attempt to perform the action (trying) and
supporting factors (can) that lie in the agent (effort, ability) or in the environment (e.g., opportunity, luck, favorable conditions). Trying is the execution of an intention, so Heider stayed true to his analysis of action in terms of intentionality (personal causality). Only for the can forces did Heider apply the distinction between person factors and environmental factors, and these can forces play a very circumscribed role: they are the necessary elements for an intentional action to be successful, the elements that enable the desired outcome to occur (Heider, 1958, p. 109). Such enabling factor explanations (Malle, 1999) answer the specific explanatory question of how it was possible that the action outcome was attained (Malle, Knobe, O’Laughlin, Pearce, & Nelson, 2000; McClure & Hilton, 1997), and only for this explanation mode did Heider introduce the distinction between internal and external causal factors. There is no indication in the text that Heider thought people use the internal–external distinction when explaining behavior in general. On the contrary, Heider stated that people explain why a person is trying to do something by referring to the “reasons behind the intention” (Heider, 1958, p. 110; see also pp. 125–129).

The contrast between the two types of explanations – why the action was chosen and what enabled it to succeed – can be illustrated with the following passage from Gilbert (1998, p. 96):

If a pitcher who wishes to retire a batter (motivation) throws a burning fastball (action) directly into the wind (environmental influence), then the observer should conclude that the pitcher has a particularly strong arm (ability). If a batter tries to hit that ball (motivation) but fails (action), then the observer should conclude that the batter lacked coordination (ability) or was blinded by the sun (environmental influence).

The observer’s reasoning here is entirely focused on accounting for successful or failed outcomes; the question of why the batter and the pitcher acted as they did is not answered by reference to either arm, wind, or sun. This why question is already answered by mentioning the pitcher’s obvious desire to retire the batter and the batter’s obvious desire to hit the ball and get a run. Talking about the arm, wind, and sun, by contrast, answers the question of how the outcome was attained (Malle et al., 2000).

In an interview with Bill Ickes (1976, p. 14), Heider explicitly distinguished between these two questions and hence between two types of explanation:

1. the attribution of outcomes to causal factors (i.e., enabling factor explanations);
2. the attribution of intentional actions to the actor’s motives (i.e., reasons for acting).

Heider himself never developed a model of motive attributions or reason explanations, and he felt that these explanations had not been adequately treated by contemporary attribution work (Ickes, 1976, p. 14). By contrast, Heider felt that outcome attributions (e.g., what made a student fail or succeed on a test) were well developed in Weiner’s work (e.g., Weiner et al., 1972; Weiner, 1986).

The misperception that Heider proposed the external–internal dichotomy as the fundamental dimension of explanation may thus stem from a confounding of outcomes
(explained by enabling factors) and actions (explained by motives or reasons). The following passages from Hastorf et al. (1970) illustrates this confusion:

Presumably the outcomes of action are caused by some combination of personal characteristics and environmental forces [outcome attribution]. The person may have done something because he had to do it … or because he wanted to do it [action explanation]. (p. 64)

When we infer that the combination of ability and effort was stronger than the external forces, we infer that internal causality was present [outcome attribution]. Only then do we say such things as “he did it because he wanted to” [action explanation]. (p. 89)

In both of these passages, the authors treat two different explanatory questions as if they were one and the same. The judgment whether “he did it because he wanted to” or “because he had to do it” clarifies the agent’s reasons for an action. These reasons can be given even before the agent tries to perform the action because reasons explain the intention, whether or not the intention gets fulfilled. By contrast, the judgments about ability, effort, or external forces clarify how it was possible that the action outcome was attained (an enabling factor explanation). This explanation can only be given after the agent tried to perform the action – if he succeeded – whereas reason explanations track the motivation for the action in the first place.

Thus, whereas Heider has been consistently credited with introducing the person–situation dichotomy in attribution theory, Heider’s actual theory was predicated on the distinction between personal causality (which accounts for intentional events) and impersonal causality (which accounts for unintentional events) – later recognized as a central element in social cognition (Malle, Moses, & Baldwin, 2001; Zelazo, Astington, & Olson, 1999). Heider’s analysis of personal causality revealed a complex set of mental states centered on intention, and people, when trying to make sense of intentional behavior, attempt to infer those states (such as beliefs, wishes, and sentiments), which were the reasons that guided the actor’s behavior.

**Jones and Davis’s Abandoned Theory of Explanation**

Jones and Davis (1965) were the first to introduce a theory of dispositional inference, specifying conditions under which a perceiver infers a stable disposition (personality trait or attitude) from an agent’s behavior. But before they introduced this theory, the first few pages of their famous chapter appeared to go in a different direction. They targeted just the issue that Heider had left open: exactly how people explain intentional action by means of motives or reasons. In this short section, entitled “The Naive Explanation of Human Action: Explanation by Attributing Intentions,” the authors attempted to account for “a perceiver’s inferences about what an actor was trying to achieve by a particular action” (p. 222) and the process of finding “sufficient reason why the person acted” (p. 220), because “the perceiver’s explanation comes to a stop when an intention or motive is assigned that has the quality of being reason enough” (p. 220). Despite an apparent plan to present a theory of action explanation by reasons, this was the last that Jones and Davis wrote about action explanations.³ They immediately turned to the conditions under which perceivers infer traits (e.g., arrogance or dominance; see p. 223) from single behavioral events. This theory was refined by Deborah Conliffe in several models of dispositional attribution (e.g., Gilbert, Pelham, & Krull, 1988; Quattrone, 1982), and it inspired research on stereotypes (e.g., Gilbert & Hixon,
1991; Yzerbyt, Rogier, & Fiske, 1998), judgment biases (e.g., Ross, 1977), and impression formation (e.g., Reeder, 1997; Trope, 1986). However, Jones and Davis (1965) wholly left behind the social perceiver’s attempt to find the agent’s reasons for acting, and it was up to the next attribution theorists to tackle this question.

**Kelley’s Theory of Attribution as Causal Judgment**

Kelley’s (1967) paper on attribution theory in social psychology is generally considered the first systematic and general treatment of lay causal explanations. Kelley’s self-ascribed goal in the paper was “to highlight some of the central ideas contained in Heider’s theory” (Kelley, 1967, p. 192). Specifically, the two central ideas on which Kelley focused were:

1. In the attribution process “the choice is between external attribution and internal … attribution” (Kelley, 1967, p. 194).
2. The procedure of arriving at these external or internal attributions is analogous to experimental methodology.ª

Two questions must be considered here, one historical, one substantive. First, were these two ideas really central to Heider’s theory, as Kelley claimed? Second, do the two ideas together provide a strong foundation for a theory of behavior explanation?

As argued earlier, Heider applied the external–internal dichotomy to action outcomes that either succeeded or failed. Explanations of intentional action, by contrast, involve the agent’s reasons, and for Heider an external–internal distinction was not useful in this domain. Nonetheless, to support the notion that Heider considered the process of explaining as analogous to experimental methodology (what Kelley termed the covariation principle), Kelley quoted a passage from the very end of Heider’s book (Heider, 1958, p. 297), which is itself largely based on the section “Attribution of Desire and Pleasure” (Heider, 1958, pp. 146–160). In this section, however, Heider focused entirely on the attribution of impersonal or unintentional events such as enjoyment. Heider never claimed that all behavioral events are explained by means of covariation. Historically, then, Heider provided at best partial backing for Kelley’s two postulates.

Whether Kelley correctly represented Heider or not, the question remains whether Kelley’s theory generally accounts for folk explanations of behavior – and not merely for unintentional events. As a starting point, consider the following example that Kelley offers to illustrate the attribution process:

Am I to take my enjoyment of a movie as a basis for an attribution to the movie (that it is intrinsically enjoyable) or for an attribution to myself (that I have a specific kind of desire relevant to movies)! The inference as to where to locate the dispositional properties responsible for the effect is made by interpreting the raw data (the enjoyment) in the context of subsidiary information from experiment-like variations of conditions. (Kelley, 1967, p. 194)

This example features an actor’s attempt to explain enjoyment – an unintentional event. Indeed, throughout his chapter Kelley applies this attribution analysis to “effects such as experiences, sensations, or responses” (p. 196) and “impressions” (p. 197), as well as arousal...
states and evaluative reactions (pp. 231–232). All of these events are unintentional. Kelley occasionally claimed that his model also extended to the case of “inferring a person's intentions from knowledge of the consequences of his actions” (p. 196; see also p. 193). However, no theory, empirical data, or examples clarified how this process might work.

Of course, the absence of such clarification is not yet proof that Kelley’s model fails to account for intentional actions. But difficulties emerge quickly when one applies either the person–situation dichotomy or covariation reasoning to intentional actions.

Consider the following scenario:

Having just arrived in the department as a new Assistant Professor, Pauline finds in her mailbox a note that says “Let’s have lunch tomorrow. Faculty club at 12:30? – Fred.” Pauline is a bit surprised. She met Fred W. during her interview, but she wouldn’t have expected him to ask her out for lunch.

Pauline now tries to explain Fred’s (by assumption intentional) action of leaving the note in her mailbox. Kelley’s attribution model would suggest that Pauline’s choice is between a person attribution (something about Fred caused the action) and a situation attribution (something about the circumstances caused the action). But right away, this is a confusing choice. Surely something about Fred must have been present in order for him to put the note in her mailbox: motives, an intention, a fairly controlled movement – all inescapable implications of Fred’s action being intentional. In some basic sense, intentional actions are always caused by the person (D’Andrade, 1987; Heider, 1958; Kruglanski, 1975; Malle & Knobe, 1997). At the same time, the situation had to play some role in Fred’s choice as well – but the situation as subjectively represented by Fred. He wouldn’t have put this note in Pauline’s mailbox if he hadn’t expected her to check her mailbox and if he hadn’t thought about a good time and place for the lunch and had not hoped her response to the invitation to be positive. If Pauline knew Fred’s deliberations, she would at once understand and be able to explain why he wrote the note. By contrast, she would not be able to explain it with the obvious conclusion that “something about Fred caused the action” or the vague insight that “something about the situation caused the action.”

Is there a sense in which the “experimental methodology” Kelley has in mind could prove useful? If Pauline engaged in covariation reasoning, she would have to ask the three famous questions about consensus, distinctiveness, and consistency to arrive at a plausible explanation of Fred’s action. If we play it by the books, however, this will generate few answers. Assume that no other faculty member has so far, on Pauline’s first day on the job, left a note in her mailbox (low consensus). What can she conclude from that? Fred may have wanted to welcome her, or go out on a date with her, or discuss some common research ideas with her – there are just too many possibilities. All of these explanations might be labeled “person attributions,” because they are possible goals/desires Fred had when leaving the note. But making a sheer person attribution is uninformative in this case. Pauline does not doubt that Fred had some goal; she rather wonders what goal Fred had.

Similar problems arise with the other covariation questions: has Fred performed this kind of action before? Pauline won’t know, but assuming she finds out that this is the first time Fred did it (low consistency), she learns only that his action has something to do with
her or with this particular point in time, while still not knowing why he did it. Finally, consider that Fred has left this kind of note with other people as well (low distinctiveness). In this case, Pauline may conclude that Fred shows some habit, which is also of limited use. She would want to know specifically whether his habit is to invite all new faculty members, or only women, or members of her research area, etc. Systematic collection of such covariation information (if available) may sometimes prove helpful by ruling out some possible explanations of the action in question. For example, if Pauline somehow learns that Fred doesn’t act this way with others and that others don’t act this way, it can’t just be a habit or department culture. But there are still critical steps to go, and in those steps the explainer will not try to choose between “person” and “situation” but rather infer specific goals, beliefs, and the like, that were – in the explainer’s assessment – the reasons for the agent’s action.

Over the years, Kelley’s covariation model or refinements of it have been tested empirically and appeared to receive reasonable support (e.g., Försterling, 1992; McArthur, 1972; Sutton & McClure, 2001). However, these studies suffered from a pair of heavy demands. First, they used person/situation ratings as dependent measures; people were not actually asked to provide natural explanations. Second, the experimenter always presented covariation information to the participants, and unsurprisingly they made use of it. There is no evidence that people spontaneously search for covariation information when trying to explain behavior. Lalljee, Lamb, Furnham, and Jaspars (1984) asked their participants to write down the kind of information they would like to have in order to explain various events, and covariation information was in low demand under these conditions. Similarly, Ahn, Kalish, Medin, and Gelman (1995) allowed people to choose between receiving covariation information or some other information, and explainers were less interested in covariation information than in information about generative forces or mechanisms. Nonetheless, we can safely assume that people occasionally seek out covariation information for such unintentional events as headaches or moods and such outcomes as success or failure. These events occur repeatedly, in different contexts, and for many people, thus making covariation information more readily available. However, as we have seen, covariation reasoning about person and situation causes is ineffectual in the case of explaining intentional actions (Knobe & Malle, 2002).

To summarize, Kelley’s (1967) model of attribution contains two core propositions: (a) that attribution is a choice between external and internal causes and (b) that the cognitive procedure by which people arrive at this choice is covariation assessment. Both propositions are problematic. First, the internal–external dimension may be a relevant distinction in explanations of unintentional events, but it does not capture people’s explanations of intentional action. Second, covariation assessment is used far less than has been commonly assumed, and it is not at all useful as a method to generate explanations of intentional actions.

Other Attribution Research

The three classic works by Heider, Jones and Davis, and Kelley were not the only important contributions to the study of attribution. In particular, Weiner made seminal contributions to our knowledge of outcome attribution (Weiner, 1986; Weiner et al., 1972). In the domain of achievements, he analyzed the emotions and evaluations people have of others
who succeed or fail. He highlighted the causal dimension of stability as complementing externality–internality and showed that people who failed because of lack of effort (unstable internal) were evaluated more negatively than those who failed because of inability (stable internal). Later Weiner also analyzed other outcomes that happen to people, such as sickness or stigma, and he focused on the dimension of controllability to account for social perceivers’ responses to such outcomes (Weiner, 1995). For example, people are more angry at agents who suffer negative outcomes brought about by controllable causes (e.g., illness because of risky behavior) than agents who suffer negative outcomes brought about by uncontrollable causes (e.g., illness because of a genetic precondition).

An overlooked aspect of Weiner’s (1986, 1995) work is that it provides considerable evidence against Kelley’s theory, because two additional attribution dimensions are needed besides external–internal to account for people’s emotional and moral responses to outcomes, and Weiner’s predictions were developed without reference to covariation reasoning.

However, like models of dispositional attribution and covariation reasoning, Weiner’s models of outcome attribution do not speak to Heider’s demands for a theory of action attribution. Folk explanations of intentional action remain to be accounted for.

More in Heider’s spirit, Buss (1978) argued that ordinary people do not explain all behavior with causes (as Kelley had suggested) but rather use reasons to explain intentional behavior. Reasons and causes are fundamentally different types of explanation, so Buss, and attribution theory confounded the two. Buss’s (1978) article drew rather negative responses (e.g., Kruglanski, 1979; Harvey & Tucker, 1979), and mainstream attribution theory remained unaffected by his critique. Over the next decade, other scholars launched similar critiques, arguing that reasons are an autonomous form of explanation (Locke & Pennington, 1982) and that attribution theories must incorporate reasons and goals into their conceptual repertoire (Lalljee & Abelson, 1983; Read, 1987; for a review see McClure, 2002). However, such an integration proved difficult, in part because it was not made sufficiently clear why reasons are used to explain intentional behavior in the first place. What makes intentional behaviors so special that they require a unique mode of explanation?

An important contribution to attribution theory emerged in a series of papers on the conversational nature of explanations (Hilton, 1990; Kidd & Amabile, 1981; Turnbull, 1986), which characterized explanations as answers to why questions. Such question–answer pairs sometimes occur in people’s own heads, but more often they occur as an actual conversational exchange between a questioner and an explainer. This conversational analysis comes with the important implication that, in answering a why question, explainers must take into consideration (a) exactly what the questioner finds puzzling (Hilton & Slugoski, 1986; Turnbull, 1986) and (b) what information the questioner already has available (Slugoski, Lalljee, Lamb, & Ginsburg, 1993). In a sense, the explainer anticipates what kinds of possible answers the questioner had in mind when asking the question (Bromberger, 1965).

The insight that explanations are subject to conversational processes was a minor revolution, because it pulled attributions out of their cognitive rabbit hole and highlighted the fundamentally social nature of explanations. However, research into the conversational features of explanations still did not challenge the conceptual apparatus of person–situation causes inherited from Kelley (Norenzayan & Schwarz, 1999).
The preceding overview has pointed to a number of shortcomings in classic and contemporary attribution theories. First, after Heider, the conceptual framework underlying people’s explanations was grossly simplified, ignoring such important concepts as intention, goal, and reason. As a result, no adequate accounts of intentional action were offered. Second, covariation analysis was the only psychological process postulated to drive people’s construction of explanations, but because it is used much less than was previously assumed, other processes need to be explored. Third, the conversational aspects of explanations, though clearly important, must be integrated with their conceptual and cognitive aspects.

To resolve these problems, we need to first locate behavior explanations in their proper folk-conceptual framework – the network of concepts that people use to make sense of human behavior. Second, we need to specify the psychological processes that enable people to construct explanations. And third, we need to track the communicative and linguistic manifestations of explanations because they are clearly used for a variety of social-interactive goals, and language is the tool that accomplishes these goals. The folk-conceptual theory of behavior explanation (Malle, 1999, 2004) tries to meet all three of these objectives.

The Folk-Conceptual Theory of Behavior Explanation

Folk concepts of mind and behavior

Past attribution theories ascribed to laypeople a simple framework of “effects” (behaviors, outcomes, or events) and “causes,” with the latter falling into personal (dispositional or internal) and situational (external) causes. This framework is incompatible with what we know about children’s emerging theory of mind and behavior – the conceptual network that 4–5-year-olds rely on when interpreting human behavior (Perner, 1991; Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1997; Wellman, 1990). In children’s theory of mind, we see the importance of a concept of intentionality, of the mind contrasted with observable behaviors, and of specific mental states, such as beliefs and desires, that are used to explain intentional behavior (Bartsch & Wellman, 1995). It is rather unlikely that when they grow up people forget these concepts and distinctions and suddenly begin to explain behavior using a person–situation dichotomy.

Instead, the adult’s folk conception of mind and behavior is continuous with the child’s framework, with more numerous and more subtle distinctions but essentially the same two-part structure. First, people have perceptual and cognitive systems that filter, group, and integrate certain stimulus inputs into such concepts or categories as agent, intention, belief, and reason (D’Andrade, 1987; Kashima, McIntyre, & Clifford, 1998; Leslie, 1995; Malle, 2004; Malle & Knobe, 1997). Second, people make assumptions about these categories and their relationships (Fodor, 1992; Morton, 1996). For example, coordinated movements of agents are classified into the category intentional action (Wellman & Phillips, 2001; Woodward, Sommerville, & Guajardo, 2001), and the concept of intentional action relies on the interplay of multiple mental state categories, including belief and desire (Malle & Knobe, 1997). Intentionality is arguably the core of this framework (Malle et al.,
It directly connects behavior with mind by classifying a behavior as intentional when it is characteristically generated by certain mental states (such as belief, intention, and awareness). This centrality of intentionality was already postulated by Heider (1958), but using the different term “personal causality.” This postulate had the least impact on subsequent attribution research, and the greatest weakness of past attribution theories has therefore been the treatment of intentional action. The folk-conceptual theory of explanation tries to address this weakness.

**Intentionality.** When explaining behavior, people distinguish sharply between intentional and unintentional events (Malle, 1999, 2004, 2007). Social perceivers show a high level of agreement in their intentionality judgments (Malle & Knobe, 1997), and they do so by relying on a shared folk concept of intentionality (Figure 3.1). This concept includes five requirements for an action to be judged as intentional: the action must be based on a desire for an outcome, beliefs about the action’s relationship with this outcome, a resulting intention to perform the action, and skill and awareness when actually performing it (Malle & Knobe, 1997, Studies 2–4). Subsequent studies showed that the core concept of intention is seen as a choice and commitment to act that flows from a reasoning process, in which the agent weighs a number of beliefs and desires and settles on a course of action (Malle & Knobe, 2001; Monroe & Malle, 2010).

**Modes of explanation.** Unintentional events are explained by referring to “mechanical” causal factors (e.g., physical objects and events, but also traits or others’ behaviors), and we may label them *cause explanations* (top of Figure 3.2). That is because people presume no other link mediates between behavior and explanation besides causality (i.e., no components of intentionality such as awareness or intention). Consider the following examples, extracted from original transcripts:

- My dad got mad with me because something was wrong with my computer and he did not know how to fix it.
- A friend cried on the phone. – Why? – She felt that no one loved her.

In contrast, explanations of intentional behavior are far more complex because the folk conception of intention action is far more complex. As a result, explanations of intentional action break down into three modes (bottom of Figure 3.2): reason explanations, causal history of reason explanations, and enabling factor explanations.

**Reason explanations.** Reason explanations are the most frequently used mode, comprising about three-quarters of all action explanations (Malle, 2004; Malle, Knobe, & Nelson, 2007). They link directly to the heart of the intentionality concept – the reasoning process leading up to an intention. The concept of intentionality specifies two paradigmatic types of reasons that precede the formation of an intention: the agent’s desire for an outcome and a belief that the intended action leads to that outcome. For example, a student explained why she chose psychology as her major by saying, “I want to go to graduate school in counseling psychology [desire]; I think psychology is the right major to have as background...
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For counseling psychology [belief]." In many naturally occurring explanations, other reasons are mentioned in addition to or instead of the paradigmatic reasons, such as desires for avoiding alternative outcomes, beliefs about the context, beliefs about consequences, and expressions of valuing the action itself.

Reasons have two defining features: subjectivity and rationality. Subjectivity refers to the fact that reason explanations are designed to capture the agent’s subjective reasons for acting. That is, social perceivers normally try to reconstruct the considerations the agent underwent when forming an intention, and they thus take the agent’s subjective viewpoint when explaining the action. For example, the explanation “She thought she was late for her class” in response to the question “Why did she rush off?” illustrates the subjectivity assumption, because the explainer subtly distances himself from the agent’s belief and implies that, in reality, she probably was not late. But it was that subjective belief, not objective reality, that guided the agent’s action and thus explains it.

Rationality, the second defining feature of reason explanations, refers to the fact that the contents of mental states that are cited as reasons have to hang together so as to offer support for the “reasonableness” of the intention and action they brought about. For an intentional action to be adequately explained by reasons, the action must fulfill the agent’s predominant desire in light of her beliefs. Philosophers often speak of a “practical reasoning argument,” in which reasons are the premises and the decision to act is its conclusion. Consider the following explanation: “Why did you go running?” – “Because I wanted to get in better shape, and … I figured that I can do that by going running.” Schematically:

\[
\begin{align*}
  & \text{X wanted O [to get in better shape].} \\
  & \text{X believed that A [going running] leads to O [getting in better shape].} \\
  & \text{Therefore, X decided to A [go running].}
\end{align*}
\]

In everyday conversation, the logic of rationality will be somewhat cursory and the premises will not always be made explicit. In the earlier example of an agent rushing off, the
action was rationally supported by her belief that she was late for class and the unmentioned but implied desire to be on time for class. The action would not have been rationally supported if the agent had thought there was plenty of time left or if she had had no desire to be on time. Social perceivers would consider it irrational to rush off in this case, or they would assume that some other reason can explain the action in a rational way.

_Causal history of reason explanations._ Even though people explain most intentional behaviors by reference to the agent’s reasons, they explain some of them by pointing to factors that lay in the background of those reasons. These factors can be subsumed under the label _causal history of reasons_ (CHR) and include such forces as the agent’s unconscious mental states, personality, upbringing, culture, and the immediate context (Malle, 1994, 1999; Malle et al., 2000; O’Laughlin & Malle, 2002). Whereas reason explanations try to capture what the agent herself considered and weighed when deciding to act, causal history explanations take a step back and try to capture what _led up to_ the agent’s reasons in the first place. For example, when clarifying why Kim didn’t vote, an explainer might say “She is lazy” or “Her whole family is apolitical.” These statements provide explanations of an intentional action, but they do not pick out Kim’s subjective reasons for not voting. Causal history of reason explanations help explain an intentional action by citing causal antecedents to the agent’s reasoning and her decision to act, but there is no assumption that the agent actively considered those antecedents in her reasoning process. Hence, when an explainer states that “Kim didn’t vote because she is lazy,” he does not imply that Kim reasoned: “I am lazy; therefore I shouldn’t vote.”

Thus, even though CHR explanations help explain intentional actions, they are not subject to the constraints of subjectivity and rationality as reason explanations are (Malle et al., 2000). The agent need not have considered or even been aware of the causal history factors cited in the explanation, nor do CHR factors provide rational support for an explained action. Offering CHR explanations is therefore not an act of perspective taking but rather takes attention away from the element of choice and intention and locates the agent’s action in a broader causal nexus.

_Enabling factor explanations._ The third, and relatively rare, mode of explaining intentional action refers to factors that enabled the action to come about as it was intended. These enabling factor explanations refer to the agent’s skill, effort, opportunities, facilitating circumstances, and the like. Whereas reason explanations and CHR explanations focus on clarifying what _motivated_ the agent’s intention and action, enabling factor explanations take it as a given that the agent had motives and attempt to clarify how it was possible that the action was successfully performed. For example, “She hit her free throws because she had practiced all week.” This is not a motivational account of why the agent decided to hit the free throws; rather, the agent’s practicing is identified as the critical factor that allowed her to perform the action the way she had intended. Consequently, enabling factor explanations are offered primarily for difficult actions.

The folk-conceptual framework for explaining behavior thus contains four modes of explanation: people explain unintentional behavior with causes, and they explain intentional behavior by either referring to the agent’s reasons, citing causal factors that lay in the history of those reasons, or clarifying what factors allowed an agent to successfully perform an intended action. Before we move on to the psychological processes that guide people’s
choices among these modes, we need to briefly examine reason explanations more closely, for they have two further features that have shown to have psychological significance: explainers can offer either belief reasons or desire reasons, and they can mark those reasons with appropriate mental state verbs (such as “thought,” “wanted”) or leave them unmarked.

**Belief and desire reasons.** In people’s folk concept of intentionality, both beliefs and desires serve as necessary conditions of an intention to act (Malle & Knobe, 1997), and both are frequently cited in explanations of intentional action. For example, when explaining why Ian has been working so much lately, one might cite a desire such as “He wants that promotion” or a belief such as “He realizes the project is due in a week.” At times it may not matter whether the explainer mentions a belief reason or a desire reason because one implies the other (“He thinks hard work will get him the promotion” ⇔ “He wants that promotion”). But at other times it matters quite a bit. For one thing, belief reasons, more than desire reasons, provide idiosyncratic details about the agent’s decision-making process, such as rejected options, specific plans of action initiation, and considered long-term consequences. For another, belief reasons refer to the agent’s thinking and knowledge, drawing attention to the agent’s rational, deliberative side, whereas desire reasons highlight what the agent wants, needs, hence lacks (Malle et al., 2000).

**Mental state markers.** A reason explanation can be linguistically expressed in two different ways. The explainer may use a mental state verb to mark the type of reason cited (i.e., a belief or desire), or the explainer may omit such a verb and directly report the content of that reason. Suppose our explainer is faced with the question “Why did she go to the Italian café?” If he chose to cite a desire reason, he could use the marked form:

> She went to the café because she wants to have an authentic cappuccino.

Or he could use the unmarked form:

> She went to the café [ ____ ] to have an authentic cappuccino.

Likewise, if the explainer chose to cite a belief reason, he could use the marked belief reason:

> She went to the café because she thinks they have the best cappuccino.

Or he could use the unmarked belief reason:

> She went to the café because [ ____ ] they have the best cappuccino.

Marked or unmarked reasons do not express two different hypotheses about why the action was performed; rather, they express the same hypothesis in two different ways. This difference is not trivial, however. Citing or omitting mental state markers can serve significant social functions, both for self-presentation and for conveying one’s attitude toward the agent (Malle, 1999; Malle et al., 2000).

In the context of several examples of CHR explanations and reason explanations, Table 3.1 shows both types of reasons, marked and unmarked. (More examples of all modes and types can be found in Malle, 2004). Note that causal history factors can refer to the person,
the situation, other people, traits, mental states, or interactions among them. In principle, this choice of "causal locus" could have psychological significance, but in our studies we have found no interesting correlates – neither for CHR explanations nor for cause explanations (e.g., Malle et al., 2007; O'Laughlin & Malle, 2002).

Interlude: measurement concerns

Previously offered alternatives to attribution theory were not able to unseat the traditional theory. This may be in part because those alternatives were not comprehensive enough – focusing, for example, only on goals or only on conversational structures. But another obstacle was researchers' deeply ingrained habit of using only rating scales to assess attributions. Participants were typically asked to express their explanations on predefined person/situation scales rather than in the more natural form of verbal utterances. As a result, people had to transform their complex explanatory hypotheses into simple ratings, and the fact that they were willing and able to do so was mistaken for evidence that they actually thought in those simple terms.

A few studies analyzed free-response explanations, but the coding was again limited to person–situation categories. This person–situation coding reflects the linguistic surface of explanations, such as the use of mental state markers (McGill, 1989; Nisbett, Caputo, Legant, & Marecek, 1973; for evidence and discussion, see Malle, 1999, Study 4, and Malle et al., 2000, Study 4). Predictable distortions result from treating intentional action explanations within the person-situation frame, illustrated by the following example (cf. Antaki, 1994):

Why are you going Iceland for your holidays? – Because it's cool there.

The standard attribution treatment of such an explanation would be to call it a "situation cause." However, the cool weather in Iceland can hardly cause the agent from afar to go

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>Reason explanation</th>
<th>CHR explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kim chose not to vote in the last election.</td>
<td>She thought none of the candidates was trustworthy.</td>
<td>She doesn't realize that every vote counts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[marked belief reason]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>She didn't want to support the system.</td>
<td>She is lazy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[marked desire reason]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian used heavy drugs last Sunday at the party.</td>
<td>He was curious what it would feel like.</td>
<td>A bunch of others used them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[marked desire reason]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>He thought it would be cool.</td>
<td>He grew up in a drug-dealing home.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[marked belief reason]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

there; rather, the agent thinks that it is pleasantly cool in Iceland, and that is her (belief) reason for going there. (It would still be her belief reason even if it were in fact warm in Iceland.) Instead of trying to diagnose the locus of some “cause” in the vague space between person and situation, we have to recognize that most folk explanations of intentional behavior refer to the agent’s reasons in light of which and on the grounds of which she acted.

Once the proper folk-conceptual categories (of reasons, causal histories, etc.) are applied to naturally uttered explanations, they can be reliably classified and analyzed (Malle, 1998/2009); and these classifications show more sensitivity to important psychological variables than either person-situation codings or person-situation ratings (e.g., Malle et al., 2007; O’Laughlin & Malle, 2002). The researcher does the theoretical work here, and participants simply do what they do in everyday life – express explanations of behavior in their own words.

The lesson should be clear: if theoretical progress is to be made in the attribution domain, both theory and measurement must reflect the multifacetedness of people’s explanations. Multiple modes, types, and linguistic forms have to be described, conceptually analyzed, and adequately measured.

**Psychological processes underlying behavior explanations**

The conceptual layer of the folk-conceptual theory of explanation showed that explainers have a number of choices to make when explaining behavior (Figure 3.3): they need to determine whether the behavior in question is intentional or not; if intentional, whether to explain it with reasons, causal history factors, or enabling factors; and if a reason is chosen, whether to cite the agent’s beliefs or desires and whether to use a mental state marker or not.
Adding a process layer now to the theory, a first important question is what psychological processes determine the explainer’s choices among these various explanatory tools. A fair amount of research is available to answer this question, and I will discuss it below. A second process question is how the explainer goes about selecting a specific explanatory content (e.g., the belief reason, "because she thought the door was locked"). No theory of behavior explanation will be able to predict specific contents of explanations, but the psychological processes people rely on when searching for those contents may be identifiable. Currently, very little research is available on this issue, in part because the process of covariation reasoning has been so dominant in the research literature. It is evident, however, that many more processes guide people’s search for specific explanation contents – among them knowledge structures, projection, simulation, explicit perspective-taking, and contrast analysis (Ames, 2004; Hilton, 2007; Lalljee & Abelson, 1983; Malle, 2004, 2008). All of these processes deserve greater attention in future research.

What do we know about the psychological determinants of people’s explanatory choices? At least three such determinants must be considered:

1. Judgments of behavior attributes
2. Pragmatic goals
3. Information resources

*Judgments of behavior attributes.* Before offering an explanation, social perceivers make several (often implicit) judgments about the behavior to be explained. One such judgment obviously concerns the *intentionality* of the behavior. If considered unintentional, explanations will refer to a cause; if considered intentional, explanations will cite a reason, causal history, or enabling factor (Malle, 1999).

Among intentional behaviors, a second judgment concerns the *difficulty* of the action. If the action is considered difficult to produce, the explainer will often choose enabling factors; otherwise, he is likely to choose reasons or causal histories (Malle et al., 2000; McClure & Hilton, 1997).

A third judgment determines whether the to-be-explained behavior is singular or represents a trend (across time or across multiple agents). If the behavior is judged to be a trend, the rate of CHR explanations increases (O’Laughlin & Malle, 2002), primarily because multiple instances (or agents) can have multiple reasons, and a CHR explanation can sometimes tie these reasons together by citing an antecedent for all of them (e.g., “Why did you go shopping so many times this week?” – “Because I have three children”).

*Pragmatic goals.* Pragmatic goals refer to the social projects that explainers try to accomplish with their explanations, such as lessen another person’s confusion, managing their own status in the interaction, or fending off blame. Two groups of goals can be distinguished by their primary beneficiary: *audience design*, which chiefly benefits the conversation partner, and *impression management*, which chiefly benefits the explainer.

Audience design consists in tailoring an explanation so the audience can learn what it wants to know. The clearest case of such design is when the explainer matches an explanation mode to the type of question asked (Malle et al., 2000; McClure & Hilton, 1998). This question can inquire either about the agent’s immediate motivation (“What for?”,
which triggers reasons), the background of that motivation (“How come?”, which triggers causal histories of reasons), or about the factors that enabled successful action performance (“How was this possible?”, which triggers enabling factors). More subtle adjustments include offering a belief reason when it can be assumed that the audience already knows the desire reason, or offering a CHR explanation when the reasons for the action are obvious.

Whereas audience design falls under the conversational maxim of relevance (Grice, 1975; Sperber & Wilson, 1986), impression management does not merely try to optimize communication but rather is an act of social influence. Its impact on explanatory choices can be found at several levels of analysis (Malle et al., 2000). People increase their use of reasons, and especially belief reasons, when trying to appear rational; and they explicitly add a mental state marker to their belief reasons when they want to distance themselves from the agent (e.g., “Why is he looking at apartments?” – “He thinks I am moving in with him”).

Information resources. Deficits in relevant information about the agent, the behavior, or the context can limit the explainer’s ability to accomplish his goals, and such deficits often require adjustments of one’s choices among explanatory tools. This can be seen, for example, in the choice of belief reasons vs. desire reasons. We find that observers, compared to actors, offer more desire reasons than belief reasons (Malle et al., 2007). That is because desire reasons are easier to infer from contextual and cultural knowledge, whereas belief reasons are more idiosyncratic and sometimes accessible only to the actor. However, when observers know the agent well or were present when the action took place, their rate of belief reasons increases to resemble that of actors (Malle et al., 2007).

A somewhat more complex case is the role of information access in the choice between reasons and causal history explanations (Malle et al., 2007; O’Laughlin & Malle, 2002). In short, when explaining their own intentional behaviors (as actors), people are in the best position to have every kind of information available and predominantly (in 80% of cases) offer reasons. When explaining other people’s behaviors (as observers), people lack various kinds of information and will try to infer or construct reasons, but this construction reaches a limit, resulting in an average reduction to 65% reasons. Interestingly, this lower rate of reasons persists even when observers are present at the time of action and when observers know the agent well (Malle et al., 2007). This suggests that the actor–observer asymmetry is due not to general knowledge differences but to access differences at a more fundamental level. That is, because actors typically consider their reasons for acting before they decide to act, they have the ability to directly recall their own reasons. Observers, by contrast, must guess those reasons or infer them from observable information.

We can systematically relate the discussed psychological determinants to the range of explanatory choices displayed in Figure 3.2, forming linear equations that connect a particular explanatory choice to a set of psychological determinants (Table 3.2). These equations have received some empirical support (Malle, 1999; Malle et al., 2000; Malle et al., 2007), but more precise relations should emerge from future research.

This theoretical approach of linking the choice of explanatory tools to a limited set of psychological determinants has been successfully applied to predicting strategies of impression management in explanation (Malle et al., 2000), differences between explanations of group and individual behaviors (O’Laughlin & Malle, 2002), and a variety of actor–observer asymmetries in explanations of behavior (Malle et al., 2007). Other domains are open to
investigation as well, such as close relationships, negotiation, psychopathology, and cross-cultural comparisons (see Malle, 2004). To illustrate one application, I describe the death and rebirth of the well-known actor–observer asymmetry in attribution.

Application: actor–observer asymmetries

Few hypotheses have been as widely accepted in the social-psychological literature as Jones and Nisbett’s (1972) classic hypothesis of an actor–observer asymmetry in explanations: “There is a pervasive tendency for actors to attribute their actions to situational requirements, whereas observers tend to attribute the same actions to stable personal dispositions” (p. 80). Surprisingly, a meta-analysis of 173 published studies testing this hypothesis showed that the average effect size for the difference between actor and observer attributions was zero (Malle, 2006). That is, when explanations are analyzed in terms of traditional attribution concepts – referring to either person (or disposition) vs. situation causes – no difference exists between actors’ and observers’ explanations of behavior.

But do people really explain their own behavior the same way as they explain other people’s behavior? They do not. But to see this, we need to adopt a different theory. When explanations are analyzed within the terms of the folk-conceptual theory, strong and reliable actor–observer differences emerge (Malle et al., 2007). In particular, consideration of the choices people make when explaining intentional behavior and the psychological determinants of these choices leads to three actor–observer hypotheses (for more detail, see Malle et al., 2007, pp. 495–496).

First, actors are predicted to use relatively more reason explanations (and fewer CHR explanations) than observers do. That is because actors have better access to their reasons (often through direct recall) and engage in stronger impression management to portray themselves in a positive light (which reasons accomplish better than CHR explanations).

Second, actors are predicted to use relatively more belief reasons (and fewer desire reasons) than observers do. That is because actors’ advantage in information access is especially pronounced for the more idiosyncratic and context-specific belief reasons.

Third, actors are predicted to use relatively fewer mental state markers for belief reasons than observers do. That is because actors directly represent the content of their beliefs (e.g., “The plants are dry”), not their own mental state of believing (“I believe: the plants are dry”; Moore, 1993; Rosenthal, 2005). Actors will therefore typically leave their belief reasons

Table 3.2 Linking selected explanatory choices to their psychological determinants.

| (1) REA/CHR/EF VS. CAU = b₁ (behavior intentionality) |
| (2) EF VS. REA/CHR = b₁ (behavior difficulty) + b₂ (explanatory question) + b₃ (difficulty × question) |
| (3) CHR VS. REA = b₁ (behavior trend) + b₂ (information) + b₃ (impression management) |
| (4) belief REA vs. desire REA = b₁ (information) + b₃ (impression management) |
| (5) marked belief vs. unmarked belief = b₁ (impression management) |

Note. REA = Reason explanation. CHR = Causal history of reason explanation. EF = Enabling factor explanation.
unmarked: “Why did you turn the sprinkler on?” – “Because the plants were dry.” Observers, by contrast, represent the actor as having beliefs and will therefore typically mark those beliefs (especially when they don’t share them): “Why did she turn the sprinkler on?” – “Because she thought the plants were dry.”

Tests of these predictions across nine studies provided consistent results: Effect sizes for the three novel asymmetries averaged between $d = 0.40$ and $d = 0.69$, whereas effect sizes for the classic asymmetry averaged between $d = -0.08$ and $d = 0.10$. Thus, actors and observers differ in how they explain behavior; but these differences are revealed only once we give up the traditional person–situation framework and instead assess behavior explanations as part of people’s folk theory of mind and behavior – centered on the concept of intentionality and giving rise to multiple modes and types of explanation.

Conclusion

Heider’s (1958) deep insights into the social perception of human action assured attribution phenomena a central position in social psychology. The fundamental assumption that humans spontaneously explain behavioral and social events has led to many insights in the domains of social influence, self-regulation, relationships, and health. However, after 50 years we must acknowledge that traditional formulations of attribution theory either focused too narrowly on inferences of stable traits (following Jones & Davis, 1965) or oversimplified the complex nature of behavior explanations (following Kelley, 1967). Once we identify the conceptual framework within which people actually perceive, interpret, and evaluate behavior, a folk-conceptual theory of behavior explanations emerges that describes and predicts various explanatory phenomena that had previously been overlooked (e.g., reasons, causal history of reasons) or misrepresented (e.g., the actor–observer asymmetry). According to this folk-conceptual theory, people’s explanations of behavior cannot be properly understood when categorized as “person” or “situation” causes. Rather, they fall into multiple distinct modes (causes for unintentional behaviors and reasons, causal histories, and enabling factors for intentional behaviors) and, within modes, into specific types (e.g., belief vs. desire reasons). These are the distinctions that matter when people construct and respond to explanations; and these are the distinctions that must be part of an accurate theory of explanation.

Notes

1. For previous reviews of attribution work that gave more weight to trait attributions, see Fiske and Taylor (1991), Gilbert (1998), Hastorf, Schneider, and Polefka (1970), and Ross and Fletcher (1985). For recent integrations of trait attributions within a larger attributional context, see Reeder (2009) and Uleman, Adil Saribay, and Gonzalez (2008).

2. Philosophically, this theory may leave much to be desired, but psychologically it was a remarkable model that successfully combined constructivism with causal realism.

3. But see Davis (2009), coauthor of the famous Jones and Davis paper, who recently discussed the folk-conceptual theory of explanation.

4. In Malle (2004, chap. 1), I discuss Gilbert’s (1998) attempt to find an account of reason explanations in Jones and Davis’s (1965) theory. He pushes such an account as far as one can, but in the best case it captures...
goal explanations of limited-option choices and more often it captures only what the person was doing, not why she was doing it (as Jones and Davis, 1965, themselves point out; p. 222).

5 More precisely, “experiment-like variations of conditions [that are] a naïve version of J. S. Mill’s method of difference” (p. 194).

6 For applications by other researchers, see Kiesler, Lee, and Kramer (2006); Knight and Reese (2008); and Levi and Haslam (2005).

7 There is another layer of choices, which stems from the classic attribution distinctions of person vs. situation and trait vs. nontrait. Causes, enabling factors, and CHR factors can all be classified into those subtypes. However, our research has not identified any psychological determinants or consequences of these subtypes (e.g., Malle et al., 2007; O’Laughlin & Malle, 2002).

8 For illustrations of these processes in naturally occurring explanations, see Malle (2004, pp. 126–145).

9 In the explanation of unintentional behavior no asymmetries emerged. Thus, even in the domain in which classic attribution theory is theoretically most applicable (because one can reasonably classify causes into person, situation, and related categories), the predicted asymmetry failed to show.
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